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The University of Dayton N.e:~DS· Re~Jease Contact: Ten Rizvi or Pam Huber 
Note to editors: UD experts are available to comment on stories in the news, including the 
North American Free Trade Agreement. Feel free to call the professors directly or, for 
assistance in scheduling interviews, call Teri Rizvi or Pam Huber at (513) 229-3241 . 
PRO-NAFfA IS PRO-CONSUMER- Van Miller, assistant professor of management and 
marketing at the University of Dayton, takes a pro-consumer stance when he debates the 
value of NAFfA. "NAFfA in general is good," says Miller, "but it will make us compete in 
many industries. If we're going to be capitalistic, that means we should have competition. 
The winnings go to the competitor that runs the hardest." He says most debate about N AFf A 
centers on jobs "but no one wants to look at how consumers will benefit. Of course NAFfA 
will be good for consumers, if competition is allowed to happen." He says the auto industry 
compromise reflects what the American auto industry sought- restricted global competition. 
Miller will travel to Mexico Nov. 1 to continue his research on how industries are 
affected by the NAFfA treaty preparations. He looks at forces that structure industry, such 
as entry barriers and competition. His research will include Mexican, American and Canadian 
industry. 
Call Van Miller at (513) 229-2027 or at home at (513) 868-2278 through Nov. 1. 
ISOLATIONISM A THING OF THE PAST- Allen Sultan, University of Dayton 
professor of law whose expertise is international law, can talk generally about NAFfA as it 
relates to free trade issues. "We have more benefits with NAFfA than without it," he 
contends. "One of our negative traditions is isolationism. Since World War I and certainly 
since World War II, it's a luxury we can't afford." 
Call Allen Sultan at (513) 229-3542. 
NAFTA WILL HOLD COMPANIES IN U.S.- Some manufacturing companies would be 
more inclined to move plants to Mexico if NAFTA is not passed than if it is, says Hamid 
Beladi, professor of economics and finance at the University of Dayton. He says heavy 
tariffs can make moving a plant attractive to companies looking to keep their prices low in a 
certairf"fuarket. 
Overall, Beladi is in favor of NAFf A. "NAFT A will help us economically," he says. 
"It opens up a huge market for all manufacturing producers in this country who export 
goods." Beladi says the hue and cry over loss of American jobs is short-sighted. "In the 
short run, because of resource allocation, some people will lose jobs," he says. "But in the 
long run, NAFfA is good for all countries involved." 
Call Hamid Beladi at (513) 229-2407. 
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